ii PUBLIC ABSTRACT I make installations, objects, paintings, drawings, prints, and arrangements of found words (which some have classified as poetry). I take note of ideas, imagery, and phrases from places that are commonly seen and heard but often go unnoticed. The work combines humor and innocence with an awareness of our culture of mass-production and consumption, resulting in an approachable, whimsical criticism.
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Smiling will sell more. In the store, on a stage, for a fraction of a wage, altogether building a stage.
Buy into it, but don't forget to keep on wondering.
It's good to escape every once in awhile. Walk with me in the land of the trees.
You and I, in it together. Consuming and delighting, observing and ignoring, critiquing and joking. *Whether or not you can see criticism in the work does not mean it is absent.
And remember to eat something. ! And if you must know, that is all to say; I make installations, objects, and paintings.
Words weave between cartoony flowers of varying moods, gridded fence-like forms, and a slice of cake.
The paintings feel like flattened versions of the installations: animated with color, playground-esque, humorously innocent with an underlying awareness of the way of things in the world.
I am drawn to contradictions, like a nun with an affinity for Pop Art, or a vegan with a weakness for Pop-Tarts.
These installations are essentially theater sets, where the viewer is both actor and audience. The work comments on our culture of consumption, mirroring how stores fill all available space with merchandise, leaving little or no breathing room for individual products.
By combining objects and imagery of mass-production with a childlike and whimsical aesthetic, viewers remain able to depart with a sense of optimism. 
